Identification

Print the three files created by an EPL compilation
Art Evans

Purpose

The result of an EPL compilation (see Section PN.3.01) of
NAME EPL will be the three files NAME SOURCE, NAME MACROS
and NAME EPLBSA. After initially positioning the paper in
his console, the user may call PRIMTE to print these files
so that each one starts at the top of a page and so that the
page breaks are skipped over.

Usage

The command

PRIMTE NAME1 NAME2 ...

will cause the following files to be printed

NAME1 SOURCE NAME1 MACROS NAME1 EPLBSA
NAME2 SOURCE NAME2 MACROS NAME2 EPLBSA
...

Before issuing the command, the user should position the
paper in his console so that the "MH" message will print on
the last line of a page. The page break will then be
skipped, and each file will start at the top of a new page.
If any requested file is missing, it will be skipped with no
comment.

INTERRUPT may be used to terminate printing any file which
is not wanted. After the user sends INTERRUPT, the computer
will print "INT 0". (There may be a pause between "INT" and
"0".) The user will then have at least ten seconds to
position the paper to the first line of the next page.

Print Conventions

PRINTE assumes 66 lines per page. (Six lines per inch on
11-inch paper.) It will leave five blank lines at the top
and five blank lines at the bottom of each page. If any
line is longer than 80 characters, it will be printed as two
(or more) lines. PRINTE does not know about TAR.

Making the Link

PRINTE SAVED may be linked to IN T234 CMFL01.